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.ABSTRACT.
College students who haye.clear igoaas for careers in

engineering, managepent, -law, meidicine, and teach±ng have a pressing
need 'to become proficient in writing, speaking,',listering., and
reading: While they should con4:inue the reading and analysis of
imagAnative literature tlat they tegan in-high sChtol, they should
-also developitheir latent powets in'the other dimensfons, especially
listening atrd' speaking, and shoun learn the basic techniques and
subtletj.es'of'professional wtitingand reading aS well. Exercises
that combine as many .of the foUr skills as possible have sroven to be
both well-kiked by stUderts ;Ind very efficient in increasIng overall
mast'ery-of langwage'skills.,Two typical asSignmentsinterviewing and
'abstractingilaustrate hoy the student-is reguirea.to produce
coherent, useful communication'using'several skills in conluection.
SuCcess of the-pe4agogy is shewn bygrowth in syntactic maturity,
organizition, emphasis, documentat on, and student tonfidence.
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by

George P. E.'Meese*

By way or prefaee, I wodld lfte to nOre that my situation in the Engineering

.

School of the niversity of Virginia is probably uhlike other situatiorffr.thaf..a

humanities teachermight face elsewhere 0 th, t nation. We do not grant degrees in

our dia,O.pline; we are strictly a setvice department; we have no graduate students;

my.eighf collea"gues and I are taske d3by the engineering faculty wit improving the

communications skills.bf stRdehts who are planning to enter prof ssional careers.

These students predominantly will become engineers, but they typically enter several
'

1'

other professions as Well. Because of.the sPetial situation in which we work, *I have
.-

44.

tried to generaliie my comments about our pedagogy' iniorder that youxtig,ht find more

information that can be readily applied in 9our own setting.

,.,Ohe program that 1 will discuss.hered.s, wholly consistent with the recommenda-'
,

tions made.by several researchers who are studYing the on-thb-job practices and

-nedds pf writers and speakers inliechnidal disciplines. Thoae of'you with interest

in thelield of technical communication should find the wotk of G. Douglas Meyers,

Benjamin Glassner, Dixie Goswati, Barrie Van DyCk, and John D. Gould especially'

helpful for the mahypractical suggestions they have offered to make our instruction

cofisiatent with empirical f.indings abou writing and speaking in professional settings.

%De. Oeese is Assistant Professor of. umanities.and Chairman of First-

. Hall, University af Virginia, Charlottes ille, Virginia MO1. This paper is an
Alar ebmmunication at the School or Engin ering and Applied Science, Thornton

edited verei,ondsbf remarks delivered dux1ng concurrent session F-27, "Careem as
Content in Flreshman Composition."
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,My senior colleagues, Drs. Joseph L. Vaughan, Luther Y. Gore, 0.-Allan Gianniny,

andl. Graham Hereford, developed our program aftQx many years of experience in the
/ C

a

enineering school and in'consulting work with practicing professionals.

Two features oftour program are central and provide distinctive lea/ming

experiences for our students:

14 every.assignment requires the students actively to use at least two
kinds of communication skills.

.2) every commgnication that studentaproduce.gets reviewed by both tHeir4
fellow blassmateS and the instructor.

. .

These centrI features'should be kept in mind, since they underlie all of the par-

ticular ac vities discussed below.

. The SeUdents,
Professots who a're riot fhmiliar with'professionally-oriented students may not

.

realize the challenge that suchlstudents pose for the couventioftally-trained teacher

of communications. Many students have a hostile or defensive attltude toward "the

humanities" or "English"; they may have found their greatest weaknesses in high

school were iu our subjectg while their strengths emerged in
)

the sciencea. Many

have elected careers in technical fields precigely because of an aversion to the

work of writing and the scary ekposure of one's self that is public speaking.
A

Naturally we avoids exacerbating theirjeara, and we .are vety careful not to attack

all of the positive feelings they have toward their futures-as engineers and

engineering managets. We support and eftcourage their emerging sense of becoming

1

profess..tonal teohnologists."

Students in ftofessional programs.are very
)
highly motivatdd. These freshmen

are all too aware that over the xt ten-to-twenty years, there will be about.ten

'percent more engineering jobs ,han there are new graduates to fill them.- Typical

starting salaries4this year are about twenty-two thousand dollars f6r a fresh

,.bachelor of sell:Ince with no workexperience. These most sanguine prospects provide

;-3
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1enormouS motivation for the. fir -year student to do well.

The students a5e goal-oriented. They know where they.are'going foun years
,

-from now. It is difficult if not trPossible to-get them to change their frame of
.

reference from future rewards Eo't:te-pleasures of the present-tense learning process.

The immediateproblem we teachers face is ;hat these eager and energetic stude4s
Akk

have a very narrcw repertoire of communication skills. In writing, they have done
\

some expository.pieces, some analyses of imagina4ive literature, perhaps some'creative

writing, but none have done technical writing of the type their careersswill require;

few have any sense of what "profession4" writing.might be. Less than five percept:-
7..

have been given any systembtic training in pubPic speakingór informal oral discourse.
.

) .

.

Some Students have done extensive.reading, but 'even those who coMe ftom homes where

their mother,or father is in a technical profession have never iead theWparents'
I

fournals or t'rade magazines. No students have been given instruction.id listening.

6.)P

'They do not see each other as credible peer0Fritics; the only'person they respect

. r evaluation of:their work is their teacher (we hre seeing some intrease recently

in those who have had)experience with peell-criticis46in high schOol, bUt they still

constitu4e'a tiny minority).

* Professional Communication

One of the moat pressing requirements our students will fa94.just four short
7

years after freshman composition, will be to communicate professionally in what

they sq,quaintly call the real world. What ts inxolved ilirrofessional communication"?
V81'

What will our students have.to be able to do?

First, professional communication is almost always purpOseful, with a high

premium on efficiency. Whila exploratory or speculative writi'ng"does figure among

the types used by professionals), and while some researchers suggest that'free-writing

\is desirable in managemerit's decision processes, almost all communication is produced

to get a specific task accomplished, with clearly understoo schemes of reference,

.t
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support, and style.

*

l'rofessionals' communication is authoritative. 48.y definition, a professional

is a person wh? claims special authority 'by virtue of hip 'or her practice of a,
alb

learned art. The speech-Acts of profesgionals, to borrow a concept from John-Searle,

create their personalities, their working ethos, in a way thAt involves sOcial stlatus-
.

claiming. The establishment of ideas that can carry the force of prbfessional

(."influence and gain favored reception by others depends wholly on the ability bf.the'
14k

writer or speaker to 'express them,in thp "professional idiom" appropriate to the
,

situation.

Claiming sliecial status in society necessitates acceptance of special responsi:

-"bilities. Professional commanication'is thus subject to rigorous review and criticism

-Wpeers. The communications attending peer review are a hybrid genre of evaluativel,

language, often exercised under implicit but powerful rsles and often involving very'
,0

serious consequences for those who cannot articulate their positions. Students who

have no knowledge of the dimensions and implications of peer-review communication,

and who have never expeuienced the dynamics of a peer-review exchange, are at consider-

able risk in the first--and crucially important--years of their careers.
1

-

Professional communication'isIdynamic. The language of professionals is
r

power-in-:action; professionals wield power through language. The engineering-physics

distinction between static and dynamic energy nicely demonstrates the contrast: a

self-contained idea is like the potential1 in a.static object, but ad'expressed idea

04.

turns that poteritial into a force that gets a job done.

Pedagogy

Professionals do not gee themselves, typically, as "technicdl writers," or

"public speakers," or "journal authors:4 They probably do not think about their

langvge while they are using it,'or b4entify themselves as experts in the use of

language. Paying attention to language is something they did bad( in school.
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So we teachers tied to ingrain a repertoire qf appropriate language uses that will

e'
,be automatic and that will serve the real needs of pur students in their careers.

e,

Our design of communication lessons therefore tends to, keep matters.of theory out

of the classroom,.and we inkead emphasize practice; talking about language is sub-
.,

ordinate tocusing it.

Corporations have been aware for sothe

wo4rkers who cannot or do not listen well.

time of the inefficiencies that attend
. p

You may.have seen Ole new series of

commercials by the Sperry Corporation that stress the virtues of a company that

teaches its employees to listen. Recognizing rhat good listening habits are not

among our students' skills as they come to college, we spend tonsiderable time

teaching techniques.of active listening.

We teach speaking, both formal public

to departments of speech, and the forms of

address that typically hEts been relegated

speech rhat Serve other job' needs, such

as conferences, oral instructions, oral abstracting, and impromptu persuasion.

Our instructfon in writing,follows procedures that are familiar to most of

you in the AudienCe., sp I won't elaborate on them. One)distInguishing feature of
c)

the writing portion of our course is our attention to the role of vi;ualization- in

.* technical communiclt,ion. Successful.exchange of ideas and information in the tech-

nical professins nearly alWays depends upon the ability of the compoirr to give

the receiver some clear visualization of the central concepts. Our students read

materials that are supported by good illustrations, graphs, charts, and the like,.
-flY

and they are expected to exercise their imaginations to invent good visuals for

their own papers. We spend some time on thecuse of visual metaphor as Well,4
ruk

realizing that the quesciolv "Do you get the picture?'"Is an excellent tegit Of

shared understanding. Incidentally, you can get excellent help for free from the

3MCompany on qe use of visuals in professional communication; their repreaontatioes

'v give woLkshops tailored to your situation .that are free of commercial dmphas4.

.

,IF. 1
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How can any English teacher to cover technical reading, writing,

f
listening, speaking,.dn4/4isualization, and peer criticism in a single, three-

semester-hour course?

Jle try to design a pedagOgy that keeps students active in all uses of longuage

as much as possible. I said at the beginning of this talk that,evyy, ass4gnment

requires at least two forms of language use, but often there are four ,or Mbre things

going on at once.' Each'individual skill--say, public flveaking--tie_up for explit-it

attention in its turn, but the other skills are always in action.

The Resegrch Interview

tOne gxercise thaAequires useof the full communications repertoire is the.

research Iterview project. We ask iitudents to intevieW a graduate student or a

professor in one of the ten engineering disciplines of our qchool, to Aiscover what

is going on in'the school'swlabbratories, and what research is in progress. Students

do not have any.clear sense of what engineering 'research is when they come to our

till/36es; they have been 'through 4 general Frientation, but they have not Pnvestigated

any single field in any depth at all. The project serves the students' immediate and

long-range needs, because it fortes them to gather factual information abqut their

prospective majors, which they will declare five months tater, and because they-get a

sense of engineering work that they wou/ ld-not have otherwise until their deSign,N

courses in their third or fourth years. Thus we tap a natural source of energy,

the students' interest in their own futures, to tustain the work in communications.

about those ratures.
J

Before conducting their interviews students have to research the disciPline
\

they'have chosen; they exalikine'journals infthe library, go to department secretaries

for literature about the departments and biographies of 'the professors. They fisit

\
the laboratories and talk informally wia undergraduate majors. In our cllisses,

'we conduct workshops on interviewing'techniques and we trade ideas about,appropriate

A
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questions. The:actual interews are held fluring short appointments, with no

professor having to spend more than forty-five minutes (three interviews of fifteen_

minutes each); no tape-recorders.are permitted, because students are expected to

use their listening dkills to retain pertinent informatign. Students adapt their

1
.

. .

research and interview materials to a formal extemporaneous oral presentation. Thf
#

oral reports are videotaped, and all reports are_supported.by visual aids of.the .

type I am using in this ta.lk today (flip#charts and over)?ead Ansparencies). After

giving their oral reeorts., the students write up a report of their'investigation,4

using their learning about the'different functions of oral and written media to

expand ttiose areas of their work that were inappropriate for oral presentatiot4.

4
Throughout the ore and written steps of the project, peer evaluations, active

listening, and a stracting are,taking place among those not speaking or writing.

Class members receive feedback on nearly everything they do from their classmates;

there is never any questiorrabout how a speech was heard, because the speaker.gets.

a written abstract and suggestions for improvement from his or her audience. Written

reports are read and evaluated by classmates, either in writing or in a round-table

discussion. The final step in the project is self-evaluation; students are.asked to

write a description of.their learning and an evaluation of their success relative to

othArs whose work they have heard and read. Occasivally, students discover that

the field they had planned to enter is not as attractive as one a classmate discussed;

sometimes, students attract friends to work in their fields. ^These changes arev

interesting to our faculty not simply because the career decisions are important to

individuals, but because the students are so thoroughly involved in each other's

coMmunications. .The,peers take each other-seriously, listen attentively,.criticize
4

pointedly, and take justifiable pride in the craftsmanship of their communications.

Abstracting

Teachers typically think of abstracting as a writing task. I have decided to .
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include it among my examples because its association with writing would normally

blind teachers to alternative applications of the abstracting skill. In our program,

where we are always seeking to exercise at least two skillp in every assignment,

OstraCting takes on a b'roader function than just the production of a summary.to

head up a dissertation or forpial report. Student&i technical careers are,served,by

our 'teaching of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) requirements, for

descriptive and informatiVe abstracts; most professional'journals'and trade magazines

in engineering and applied science follow thes requirements with only minor modi-
. '40

fications. Having mastered the ability toextracè major concepts and lines.of

reasoning frot often heavily documented and.profusely illustrated readings, the

.1students have internalized a communication skill of considerable pot,ential power.

We tap this skill by having students abstract each other's oral or written work in
1

"oral abstracts", and we teach then' how to listtn for imp rtant information in panel

presentations and class.discustions. 5ecause good abstra ting nwst be sensitive to
4

_structure, rhetorical-lant, context, logic, and overa purpose/Of a commtnication,

students who practice it in all language usds soon develop a much more subtle under-
4

1

standini of organiuition; appropriate tone, style, and the like. The efficiency.
1

'
/

of their own utterances, which I mentio 1:peftre as a major concern in professional

.ommunication, Increases markedly.
.1

Benefits of Dynamic Communication Exercises

The work is dynamic in several senses: We tap the enerey that is latent in the.

students' personal motives; we force every student to play an active role in the

class, ilthe school, and in the transactions of language that become a personal

style.tempered by professional ethos; the language our students use functions to

accomplish more than self-expression, it is purposeful language that conveys informa-

tion and gets jobs Accomplished.

4

0
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Students' confidence in their use of language increases dramatically, Far,
-

.too many of our students have been told to go into a scientific or technical
8

career because they are weak in verbal skills. These freshmen are shy and reticent,

as anyone would he when asktd to perform his or her weakest skills in front of a

4.64%ir

critical audience. By changing the language-learning task from explicit learning.

of theory 'and abstractions ab language to active.exercising of language that

works, we remdTe'the threatening aspects of the procgss and help the students to.

feel bette* about their laftguage at the.same time.

I..
Students' lerning is applied iftmediately outside the communication classroolis

Reading in all courses is improved by having learned abstracting sitills; class

discussions in other-subdect areas benefit from better articulation of ideas.and

bett? attentiveness to others; report wilting is better organized and better

illustrated and' suppor'ted.

Skills that can be measUred by conventional means improve rapidly. For

example, we are wftnessing a change in T-unit-length'Irom that typical ,of iigh-

school graduates to tha& typical of "matUre writers" after only one semester of

instiictionwithout using sentence-combining strategies (pre-Instruction 14.9;,

post-instruction 17.5, with significantly improved 6Intriation in unit length). This

appears to be more than one year' growth in syntactic maturity in abet four months'

work.

We areknot,sure yet that any one feature of pedagogy is responsible for these

fgains, and it may be.impossible, given the number of varfables,In our system, ever

to,localize any "key" to success. Although we are studying and evaluating our

efforts constantly, we,suspect that Olre real source of accelerated growth of our

students' skills lies in an area inaccessible to scientific Measqrfment: the faculty's
A

respect for ttif stUdents' professional orientation, and the students' respect for

ihe usefulness oi the languagethat they exercise in our classes.

4.
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